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58-17-28

PHARMACISTS
1943, 79-12-30), relating
to requirement
that a registered pharmacist must be in
charge of pharmacies
or drugstores
and
penalty for violation. New section 58-17-26
was enacted by § 30 of the act.
The 1965 amendment inserted the references to sections 58-17-14.12 and 58-1714.13.
The 1971 amendment inserted reference
to 58-17-7.5 and substituted
"punished by
a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
one year, or both" for "guilty of a misde111eanor."

Separability
Clause.
Section 31 of Laws

vided: "If any provision of this act, or
the application
of any provision to any
person or circumstance,
is held invalid,
the remainder
of this act shall not be
affected thereby."
Cross-References.
Municipal regulation and license, 10-839, 10-13-6.
Prohibited
acts under Utah Controlled
Substances Act, penalties, 58-37-8.
Collateral References.
Drugs and Narcotics@::::>16.
28 C.J.S. Druggists § 6.

1957, ch. 117 pro-

58-17-27. Repealed.
Repeal.
Section 58-17-27 (L. 1933, ch. 57, § 2; C.
1943, 79-12-31), relating to exceptions from
control of the dispensing or sale of drugs,

medicines,
chemicals, poisons or patent
and proprietary
medicines, was repealed
by Laws 1957, ch. 117, § 28.

58-17-28. Refusal, suspension or revocation of licenses-Grounds.-In
addition to grounds for refusal, suspension or revocation of licenses set
forth in section 58-1-25 the depiartment may, in a;ccordance with the J)O."O·
cedures of chapter 1 of Title 58 suspend, :rnvoke o•r refu•se to renew any
license issued under the act for any one or any combin,1JJti:onof the following c·auses:
(1) Dishonesty, fraud or gross negligence in the practic,e of pharmacy.
(2) Violation of any provision of this act.
(3) Conviction for a felony under tJhe laws of any state or of the
United States.
( 4) Cancellation, revooation, suspension o•r refusal to renew autJhority
to practice· pharmacy by any state, for any c,ause other than failure to
pay annual license or registraition fee in a S'1Jate.
History:
C. 1953, 58-17-28, enacted
L. 1971, ch. 142, § 12.

by

Repealing Clause.
Section 13 of Laws 1971, ch. 142, provided: "Sections
58-17-17 and 58-17-22,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, are repealed."

CHAPTER 18
PLUMBERS
Section

58-18-1.
58-18-2.
58-18-3.
58-18-4.
58-18-5.
58-18-6.
58-18-7.
58-18-8.

Qualifications.
Requirements from applicants.
Scope of examinations.
Certificates exhibited on request.
Definitions.
Engaging in trade without registration
Supervision of apprentice plumber.
"Unprofessional
conduct" defined.
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unlawful,

exceptions.

58-18-1

REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

58-18-9.
58-18-10.
58-18-11.
58-18-12.
58-18-13.
58-18-14.
58-18-15.

State board of health to assist-Plumbing
inspector, appointment,
duties, qualifications, salary.
Interpretation
of act-Duty
of municipalities
to require compliance
with act.
Owners and lessees exempt from act.
Fees.
Temporary permits-Registration
of apprentices.
General provisions of title applicable.
No application to journeyman plumbers licensed before effective date.

58-18-1. Qualifications.-Any person, eighteen ye~ old, or ·over, who
possesses the necessary qualifications, may apply for a certificate to engage
in the trade of plumbing in this state.
History:
79-14-2.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 2; C. 1943,

Title of Act.
An act amending Title 79, Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933, enacting a new chapter
known as Chapter 14, relating to the practices of plumbers; providing for certain
qualifications,
examination,
and registration of plumbers; providing penalties for
unregistered persons engaging in the trade
of plumbing and for unprofessional
conduct of plumbers; providing for a representative
committee, fees, interpretation
of act, exemptions, and making the other

provisions of Title 79, applicable to this
chapter when not in conflict herewith.

Cross-Reference.
License and regulation

by cities, 10-8-46.

Collateral References.
Lieensese::>13, 20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses §§ 30, 32, 33.
Plumbers, 58 Am. Jur. 2d 880, Occupations, Trades, and Professions § 1 et seq.
Validity of regulations
as to plumbers
and plumbing, 22 A. L. R. 2d 816.

58-18-2. Requirements from applicants.-(a)
Each applicant for a
ce·rti:fi0ate to engage in the trade of plumbing as a journeyman plumbe([',
must produce satisfactory evidence that he has completed at leias-t three
and one-half years of training as an ·apprentice plumber under a duly
licensed plumbing contractor, and is of go-Od moral chara·cter, and pass a
satisfactory examination under the rules and regul'a·tions of the depiartment of registration.
(b)

Each applicant for a certificate to eng·age in the tra!de of plumbing
plumber, must produce• s•atisfacto-ry evidence of good
moral chiaracter. In addition, the applicant may not be licensed if he has
served as an apprentice plumber for ,six years or more without taking the
examination for journeyman plumber. In the event the ·apprentice fails the
examination, his license as an apprentice may be extended until the next
examination at which time he must retake the examination and so on each
time thereafter until he has had six additional trials beyond the :first to
pass the examination for journeyman plumber.
as an apprentice

History:
L. 1937, ch. 96, § 3; C. 1943,
79-14-3; L. 1961, ch. 136, § 1; 1971, ch,
141, § 1.

The 1971 amendment rewrote the provision of sub sec. (b) relating to re-examination and extension of licenses.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment inserted "that he
has completed * * * contractor,
and is"
in subsec. (a); and added the second, third
and fourth sentences to subsec. (b ).

Collateral References.
Licenses©=>l3, 20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses §§ 30, 32, 33.
Validity of regulations
as to plumbers
and plumbing, 22 A. L. R. 2d 816.
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58-18-5

58-18-3. Scope of examinations.-The ex•aminwtion sihall be re•asonable,
and shall have special reference to the installation, maintenance and repair of plumbing in the state of Utah, and shall test the proctical knowledge of the applicant as to the recognized principles of plumbing installation, maintenance and repair; the state laws, local ordinances, or rules
'lnd regulations of the state board of be alth relating thereto; and as 1Jo
his practical ability to perform the mechanical work of the trade of
plumbing.
1

History:
79-14-4.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 4; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Licenses~22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 34.

58-18-4.
Certificates exhibited on request.-Any
person, duly registered
as a journeyman or apprentice plumber, shall exhibit the certificate upon
demand.
History:
79-14-6.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 5; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Licenses~l3.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

58-18-5. Definitions.-(1)
"Journeyman
plumber."
A person who
has passed the examination herein provided, and whose name is duly
registered with the department of registration as a journeyman plumbe,r,
and who bas comple,ted at least three ailid one-half years training as an
apprentice plumber.
(2) "Apprentice plumber." A person who is learning the trade of
plumbing under the immediate supervision and instruction of a journeyman
plumber, and whose name is duly registered with the department of registration as an apprentice plumber under a planned program of training
approved by s1aid department.
(3) "Trade of plumbing." The performing of any mechanic•al work peoc-taining to the installation, alteration, clrange, repair, removal, maintenance
and use in buildings or within the areia extending three feet beyond the
outside walls of buildings of the pipes, fixtures and :fittings for bringing in
the water supply and removing liquid and water carried wastes, 'and every
conne0tion discharging, direct or indirect, into the building drainage sys.terns and shall includ1e the water supply, distribution. pipes, fixtures and
fixture traps, the soil, waste and vent pipes,, the building drain and the
roof dmins where installed inside the walls of a building together with
their devices, appurtenances and connections.
History: L. 1937, ch. 96, § 6; C. 1943,
79-14-6; L. 1961, ch. 136, § 1; 1969, ch.
171, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment added "and who
has completed * * * apprentice plumber"
to subsec. (a);
and added "under
a
planned * * * said department"
to subsec. (b).
The 1969 amendment
deleted
"The

words and phrases used in this chapter
are defined as follows": at the, beginning
of the section; redesignated
subsecs. (a)
to (c) as subsecs. (1) to (3); substituted
"within the area extending three feet beyond the outside walls of buildings" for
"on the premises thereabouts,"
in subsec.
(3); deleted "settling traps, septic tanks
and cesspools" after "building" near the
end of subsec. (3); ancl made minor
changes in phraseology,
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REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

Collateral References.
Licenses~13.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

What constitutes plumbing or plumbing
work within statute or ordinance requiring license or otherwise regulating plumbers or plumbing work, 125 A. L. R. 718.

58-18-6. Engaging in trade without registration unlawful, exceptions.
-It shall be unlawful for any person to engage active:J.y in and to hoM
himself out as engaging in the trade of plumbing in the state of Utah,
except that it shall not apply to cities and ·towns with a popul'ation of
800 or less, without being duly registered with the department of registration as journeyman or apprentice plumber, except as herein provided.
History: L. 1937, ch. 96, § 7; 1939, ch.
96, § 1; c. 1943, 79-14-7.

less" for "in cities of the first and second
class."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1939 amendment substituted
"in the
state of Utah * * * population of 800 or

Collateral References.
Licenses@::::>40.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 66.

58-18-7. Supervision of apprentice plumber.-It shall be unlawful for
an apprentice plumber to engage in the tmde of plumbing exce'J}t under
the immediate supervision and in accordance with the instruction of a
journeyman plumber present in the same buil'ding or on the premises theireabouts. No journeyman plumber shall have under his immediate supervision at any one time more than one apprentice plumber.
History:
L. 1937, ch. 96, § 8; C. 1943,
79-14-8; L. 1961, ch. 136, § 1,
Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment
sentence.

added

Collateral References.
Licenses~40.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 66.

the second

58-18-8. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The words "unprmessional
conduct" are hereby defined to include the following acts:
(a) As relating to journeyman plumbers:
(1) To install, repair or maintain any plumbing, or in any manner
to engage in the trade of plumbing, contr:ary to and in violation of, any
applicable state statute, local ordinance, rule or regulation. of the state
board of health, or to allow any apprentice plumber, woTking under his
supervision and instruction to do so.
(2) To lend, or allow another person to use his certificate, or name,
for the purpose of unlawfully engaging in the trade of plumbing.
(3) To viola,te section 58-18-4 of this chapter.
(b) As relating to apprentice plumbers:
(1) To lend, or allow another person to use his certificate, or name,
for the purpose of unlawfully engaging in the trade of plumbing.
(2) To violate sections 58-18-4 or 58-18-7 of this chapter.
History:
79-14-9.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 9; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Licenses<P13.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.
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58-18-12

PLUMBERS

58-18-9. State board of health to assist-Plumbing
inspector, appointment, duties, qualifications, salary.-The
s1Jate board of health shal:l assisrt
the director of the department of registration in relation to plumbers and
the trade of plumbing. The department of registration shaH appoint a
plumbing inspector whose duties shall be to enforce the state plumbing
code and any other applicable rules and regulations of the state board of
health. The state plumbing inspector shall be an employee of the department of registration, and shall be given such ,asisisrtance by the state board
of health as is necessary to carry out hi's duties. He must h'ave had at
least five years experience as a journeyman plumber. His salary shall be
fixed by the board of examiner.
History:
L. 1937, ch. 96, § 10; C. 1943,
79-14-10; L. 1961, ch. 136, § 1.

sions relating to the
plumbing inspector.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment

Collateral References.
Licensese=:>21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

added

the provi-

appointment

of a

58-18-10. Interpretation of act-Duty
of municipalities to require compliance with act.-This act shall not be inte,rpreted to repeal, affect or ·alter,
in any manner, the p·ower of any city, '1Jownor other political subdivision,
to license, tax or regulate plumbers or the trade of plumbing; exc·ept, that
no further examination relating to the competency and skill of those
engaged in the trade of plumbing shall be required.
From and after September 1, 1961, no city, town, or other p'Olitical subdivision shall, by ordinance, resolution, or otherwise, license· plumbers or
apprentice plumbers to engage in the trade of plumbing without requiring
that they first comply with the provisions of this act.
1

History: L. 1937, ch. 96, § 11; C. 1943,
79-14-11; L. 1961, ch. 136, § 1.

phase of the plumbing business, except
that of the trade of plumbing as defined
in section 6(c) [58-18-5(c)] of this chapter" and made a minor change in phraseology.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment
substituted
the
second paragraph
for one which read:
"Neither the provisions of this act, nor
the general provisions of Title 79 [Title
58], shall be interpreted
to include any

Collateral References.
Licenses<i)::::>13.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

58-18-11. Owners and lessees exempt from act.-Any
owner, or lessee
of property or any person regularly employed by an owner or lesisee of
property or his agents for the purpose of making new installations,, operating or maintaiuing such property, shall be exempt f,rom •the provisions of
this act, when doing work, upon such property, for which a permit is not
required by local ordinance.
History:
79-14-12.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 12; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Licenses<i)::::>
13.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

58-18-12. Fees.-The fees to be paid by appliCJants shall be as follows:
For the examination for journeyman plumbers, $10.
For the issuance of journeyman plumber's certific·ate, $5.
551
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REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

For the issuance of the appTentice plumber's certificate, $2.
For the renewal of a journeyman plumber's certifrc ate $7.50; for the
renewal of apprentice plumber's certificate, $7.50.
1

Collateral References.
Licenses<§;::;:>29.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 48.

History:
L. 1937, ch. 96, § 13; C. 1943,
79-14-13; L. 1963, ch. 125, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1963 amendment increased the fee
for renewal of journeyman and apprentice
plumbers' certificates from $5.00 and $1.00
respectively
to $7.50.

Reasonableness
of amount of license fee
imposed upon plumbers, 114 A. L. R. 573.

58-18-13. Temporary permits-Registration of apprentices.-('a)
The
department of registration, upon paymelllt of the· aforesaid ex'amina;tion
fee, may issue a temporary permit, effoctive until August 1, 1961, or the
daite that the results of the first examination afiter the effective date of this
act are determined, whichever is first, to any pers.on to eugage in the
trade of plumbing as a journeyman plumber, who furnishes satis:ractorry
evidence that he is qualified to do so. In case of failure to appear for the
next examination ( except for sickness duly attested by a legally qualified
physician, or other acceptable excuse presented at the time) said applicant's examination fee shall be forfeited.
(b) All applicants for temporary permits not covered by the provisions of paragraph
(a) above, who seek a permit enabling them to
engage in the trade of plumbing tempmarily, shall be required to take
an examination for journeyman plumber at the next regular appointed
examination. A tempo,rary permit shall be granted onily upon satisfactory
evidence being provided by the applicant that he is qualified to engage in
the trade of a journeyman plumber and that to wait for the examination
would w'ork a hardship upon him. The temporary permit shall expire on
the date of the announcement of the results of the ex'amination ne·xt fo~lowing the granting of his temporary permit. In the event the app,lic:ant
should fail the examination, the temporary permit shall be extended until
the next examination and so on each time thereafter until the, appfrcant
has had four opportunities to take the examination, provided that afte,r the
first failure and each additional failure he shall attend a training pTogmm
approved by the department.
(c) All apprentices doing work on jobs involving state funds shall be
registered as an apprentice with the United States Department of Labor,
Bureau of Apprenticeship, and the Utah State Apprentice Council.
History:
L. 1937, ch. 96, § 14; 1939, ch.
96, § 1; C. 1943, 79-14-14; L. 1961, ch. 136,
§ 1; 1971, ch. 141, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1939 amendment substituted
"effective until August 1, 1939 * * * whichever
is first" for "effective until the next examination" in the first sentence; and substituted "applicant's
examination fee shall

be forfeited" for "applicant's
permit shall
become void and his fee forfeited"
at the
end of the second sentence.
The 1961 amendment designated the former section as sub sec. (a); substituted
"August 1, 1961" for "August 1, 1939" in
subsec. (a); and added subsecs. (b) and
( C ).

The 1971 amendment rewrote the provision of subsec. (b) relating to re-examina-
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tion and extension of permits;
a minor change in phraseology
(a).

and made
in subsec.

58-19-1

Collateral References.
Licenses~23.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 40.

58-18-14. General prov1S1ons of title applicable.-The general provisions of Title 58, Utah Code .Annotated 1953, including the prohibitions
and penalties thereof, shall be applicable to the administration and enforcement of this act, in so far as they are not in conflict herewith.
History:
79-14-15.

L. 1937, ch. 96, § 15; C. 1943,

Separability
Clause.
Section 17, Laws 1937, ch. 96 provided:
"If
any section or sections of this act
shall be declared unconstitutional
or in-

valid, this shall not invalidate
section of the act."

any other

Collateral References.
Licenses@= 13.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 40.

58-18-15. No application to journeyman plumbers licensed before effective date.-The
requirements of this act shall n'ot affect journeyman
plumbers already licensed to act in the trade of plumbing in Utah before
the effective date of the act.
History:
C. 1953, 58-18-15, enacted
L. 1961, ch. 136, § 2.

by

Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1961, ch. 136, contained no effective date. The act was approved March
17, 1961.

Title of Act.
The title of ch. 136, Laws 1961, did not
contain a reference
to the enactment
of
section 58-18-15.
The title read: "An act amending sections 58-18-2, 58-18-5, 58-18-7, 58-18-9, 5818-10 and 58-18-13, Utah Code Annotated
1953, relating to the registration
of plumb-

ers; providing
for clarification
of the
qualifications
of journeyman
and apprentice plumbers; providing that no journeyman plumber shall supervise more than
one apprentice plumber; providing for the
appointment
of a plumbing inspector and
defining his qualifications,
duties, and providing for his compensation;
providing
for the limitation of the powers of political subdivisions
with respect to licensing
of plumbers;
and providing
for registration of apprentices with the United States
Department
of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship, and the Utah State Apprenticeship Council
on jobs involving
state
funds."

CHAPTER 19
PROPHYLACTICS
Section

58-19-1.
58-19-2.
58-19-3.
58-19-4.
58-19-5.
58-19-6.
58-19-7.
58-19-8.
58-19-9.
58-19-10.
58-19-11.
58-19-12.

Definitions,
License required-Exceptions.
Department of registration
to enforce law.
Board to classify devices and publish lists.
Standards of quality-'l'rade-marks.
Revocation of licenses-Arrests-Seizures.
Licenses.
Fees-Wholesale
license.
Fees-Retail
license.
Advertising and display.
Violations-Penalty.
Short title.

58-19-1. Definitions.-(a)
"Pharmacy." Any person, firm, partnership
or corporation, operating a retail drugstore, a pharmacy or ·drug depart
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58-19-2

REGISTRATION

DEPARTMENT

ment complying with the pharmacy law requirements and having a permit
to operate, issued by the department of registration.
(b) "Wholesaler." Any person, firm, partnership
or corporation operating as a wholesale druggist, manufacturer
or surgical supply house,
~ecognized by the department of registratio,n through the granting of a
license to sell merchandise coming within the provisions of this act.
(c) "Physician." Any person licensed within the state to practice
and who holds a certificate issued by the state board of medical examiners
or the state board of osteopathic examiners, o,r the state board of naturopathic examiners.
(d) "The board." The state board of health.
( e) "The department." Department of registration.
(f) "Prophylactic."
Any device, appliance o,r medicinal agent used
in the prevention of venereal disease.
History:
79-12a-1.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 1; C. 1943,

Title of Act.
An act relating to the sale, disposition
of, advertising, and control through licensfog, of prophylactics.

Collateral References.
Health and Environrnent@:::>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.
Validity of regulations as to contraceptives or dissemination
of birth control information, 96 A. L. R. 2d 955.

58-19-2. License required-Exceptions.-It
shall be unlawful to be in
possession of to sell, give away or otherwise dispose of, prophylactics
except by a licensee under the conditions specifierd in sections 58-19-7
and 58-19-8, and the use of any mechanical device O'l' vending machine in
connection with such sales or disposition, is prohibited; provided, however,
that physicians are exempted from the provisions of this act when disposition or sale is made in the regular practice of their profession and to
their patients, and when such sale or disposition is not made in the manner
specified for a licensee.
History:
79-12a-2.

58-19-3.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 2; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@:::>23.
39 C.J.S. Health §§ 13, 16, 17, 20.

Department of registration to enforce law.-The

shall administer and enforce this act; issue licenses, promulgate
rules and regulations not inconsistent with the statute.
History:
79-12a-3.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 3; C. 1943,

department
and issue

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@:::>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-4. Board to classify devices and publish lists.-The
board shall.
classify and designate such mechanical devices, appliances and medicinlal
agents a:s come within the meaning of this act and make them known
through publication of lists o,r otherwise as they deem best, an'd the salle
of such appliances, devices or medicinal agents so classified and designated by the board, are automatically restricted as to siale or disposition
by licensees.
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History:
79-12a-4.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 4; C. 1943,

58-19-6

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@=:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-5. Standards of quality-Trade-marks.-Only
such goods of the
class specified in section 58-19-2 shall be so,ld in this stwte so •as to spe,
cifically identify the manufacturer there'of on the ,appliance or on the container in which the goods are sold or are intended to be sold, whether at
wholes'ale or retail, nor shall any such goods be sold in this state unless the
same shall comply with the standards as to such goods, respecting grade
and quality, which may be approved by the state board of heahh. The
board sh'all adopt the following standards for rubber prophylactics and
for skin prophylactics:
Rubber Prophylactics:
1. That the rubber prophylactic
be able to withstand an inflation
pressure of not less than one cubic foot without rupture, and be airtested.
2. That it shows no porousness, dirt spots, holes, blisters, wrinkles,
weak tip and thin spots.
3. That each rubber prophylactic be stamped with the date of manufacture, and bear a definite trade-mark and name of the manufa:cturnr
thereon which shall be registered with the board of health.
Skin Prophylactics:
1. No skins containing pin holes to be sold.
2. No patched skins to be sold at any time.
3. All skins to be identified by trade-marks which are to be registered with the board of health by the owner.
4. Unit packages to contain name of manufacturer
as well as trademark.
5. All skins to be clean, white, and free from fats all'd greases which
are the deteriorating agents.
6. Unit package to be stamped with the d'ate of m'anufacture and name
of manufacturer.
These standards of qua1ity may be in'Creased at the dis,cretion of the
board.
History:
79-12a-5.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 5; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environmente=:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-6. Revocation of licenses-Arrests-Seizures.-The
department
shall have the power to revoke licenses for violation of any of the provisions of this act; to cause the arrest of any person violating any provision of this act; to seize stocks illegally held 'and to make seizure of any
prophylactics not conforming to standards set by this act, and to make
seizure of any mechanical device or vending machine containing prophylactics coming within the provisions of this act, holding the owner of such
555

58-19-7
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machine, and the occupier of the premises where seizure is made, to be in
violation of this act.
History:
79-12a-6.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 6; 0. 1943,

Colla-tera.l References.
Health and Environrnent@::;:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-7. Licenses.-The dep artment shall issue two kinds of license:
wholesaler and retailer. They shall be issued to those properly quali:fiying;
shall be for one year and renewed annually. One license must be obtained
for each separate location where business is transacted. Licens·e may be
transferred by the written consent of the department. No person, :firm,
partnership or corporation may hold more than one kind of license at one
address or location.
1

History:
79-12a-8.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 8; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@::;:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-8. Fees-Wholesale license.-The
fee for wholesalers' license
shall be $10. Wholesalers may sell in the usual manner of conducting
sales at wholes 1ale, but only to licensees and they shall ptace upon the
invoice in connection with such sale, the license number of the purchaser
and their own license number.
The manufacturer having a wholesale,r license, shall follow the same
rule in selling to one who holds either a wholes'aler or re,tailer license.
No wholesaler shall sell any merchandise classi:fied under this act unless
it speci:fic·ally identi:fies the maker thereof; provided, however, that nothing in this section prevents a wholesaler from selling to physicians prophylactics coming within the meaning of this act.
History:
79-12a-9.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 9; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@::;:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-9. Fees-Retail license.-The
fee for retailers' license shall be
$1. Retailer license shall be issued to ph'armacies. A retailer may sell to
other licensees; to physici'ans ·or upon their order; to any married person
and/ or to any person ove,r eighteen years of age. Such sales shall be con:fined to the place of business for which license is granted.
History:
79-12a-10.

L, 1937, ch. 97, § 10;

c.

1943,

Collateral References.
Health ~nd Environment@::;:>23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-10. Advertising and display.-It shall be unlawful to show or display prophylactics in any show window facing a public street, highway or
passageway, upon the streets or in any public pl ace, or to a:dvertise in any
magazine, newspaper or other form of publication, originating in, or published within the state of Utah, to distribute from house to house or upon
the streets, any circular, booklet or other form of advertising, or by visual
means or auditory method or by radio broadc ast; or by the use of outside
1

1
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signs on stores, billboards, window display o,r other iadvertising visible to
persons upon the street or public highway.
Provided, however, that nothing in this act shall prevent the adve;rtis,ing of prophylactics in the trade press or those magazines whose principal circulation is to the medical and pharmaceutical professions; to thos·e
magazines and other publications having interstate circulation, originating
outside of the sbate of Utah where the 'advertising does not violrute any
United States law or federal postal regulation;
nor to the furnishing
within the store o,r place of business of a licensee, to persons qualified to
purchase such printed or other information as is neede:d in relation to
any prophylactics coming within the provisions of thirs act.
History:
79-12a-11.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 11; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environment~23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

58-19-11. Violations-Penalty.-Any
person or peTSonS or any employee, officer, director or partner in a firm, partne-rship OT corporation,
who violates any of the provisions of this act, shall, upon conviction, he
punished by a fine not to exceed $299, or by imprisonment of, not to exceed six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
History:
79-12a-12.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 12; C. 1943,

58-19-12. Short title.-This

Collateral References.
Health and Environment~23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 20.

act may be cited a;s the· "Prophylactic

Con-

trol Act."
History:
79-12a-15.

L. 1937, ch. 97, § 15; C. 1943,

Repealing Clause.
Section 13 of Laws 1937, ch. 97 provided: "All existing laws and statutes in
conflict with any provisions of this act,
are, to the extent of such conflict, repealed."
Separability Clause.
Section 14 of Laws

1937, ch. 97 pro-

vided: "If any section, subsection,
sentence or clause of this act, is for any
reason held to be unconstitutional,
such
decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portion of this act.
"The legislature hereby declares that it
would have passed this act and each sentence, clause and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more of
the other sections, subsections,
sentences
or clauses or phrases be declared unconstitutional."

CHAPTER 20
SANITARIANS
Section

58-20-1.
58-20-2.
58-20-3.
58-20-4.
58-20-5.
58-20-6.

Definitions.
Present holders of valid licenses deemed to be licensed.
Application for license-Qualifications
of applicant-Examination
applicant-Duty
of committee.
Illegality of practicing without registering.
Registration
fee-Renewal
fee.
Title "registered sanitarian"
and abbreviation,
prohibitions.

of

58-20-1. Definitions.-When used in the act :
(1) A "sanitarian" is a person trained in the field of sanitary science
and technology who is qualified to carry out educational an!d inspeictional
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duties and enforce the laws in the fieM of environmenrtal sanitation. It
is not intended that the provisions of this act shall a.pply to p~rsons
other than thooe employed as sanitarians.
(2) The term "committee" me,ans the representative
commit/tee for
the practice of sanitarian.
(3) The term "department" means the deP'artment of registration of
the state of Utah.
( 4) The term "director" means the director of the departmerut of
registration of the state of Utah.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 33, § 1; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-1.
Title of Act.
An act relating to sanitarians,
qualifications of applicants
for license to practice
as registered
sanitarians,
definitions, qualifications,
license
fees, employment
and
official designation
of sanitarians,
and
amending section 79-1-5, Utah Code Annotated, 1943, as amended
by chapter
41,

Laws of Utah 1945, as amencled by chapter 32, Laws of Utah, 1947, as amended by
chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1949, relating
to the department
of registration,
the various professions,
trades
and occupations,
and to provide for a committee
of sanitarians.
Collateral References.
Health and Environment@=:,31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-20-2. Present holders of valid licenses deemed to be licensed.-Any
person holding· a license or ce,rtificate of regist:mtion to pria'ctice sanitation
as a registered S'anitarian heretofore issued by the department which is
valid on the effective date of this act shall thereafter be deemed to be
licensed as a registe•red sanitarian.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 33, § 2; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-2; L. 1967, ch. 143, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment
rewrote this section. Prior to amendment
it provided for
the director's
required acceptance
as registered sanitarians
of persons with certain
qualifications
who made application
within

one year from the effective
date of the
1951 act.
Laws 1967, ch. 143, contained
no effective date. The act was approved Feb. 17,
1967.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@=:,31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-20-3. Application for license-Qualifications of applicant-Examination of applicant-Duty of committee.-An applicant for a licen.se to practice as a registered sanitarian shall submit to the committee written
evidence, verified by oath that the applicant:
(1) Is twenty-one (21) years of age or more;
(2) Is a citizen of the United States or has legally declared intention
of becoming a citizen;
(3) Is of good moral character;
( 4) Is in good physical and mental health;
(5) Meets educ'ational qualifications as foHows:
a. Graduate· with a baccalaureate, or higher degree from 'an accredited
college or university, who has satisfactorily completed at least forty-five
(45) quarter hours, or thirty (30) semester hours, of academic work in the
basic natural sciences.
1
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The applicant shall also be required to pass a written or o-ral examination as determined by the committee. Upon satisfactory
completion of
these requirements, the committee shall recommend that a li cense to practice as a registered sanitarian be issued to the applicant, and the dep,a,.rt,..
ment shall issue such license.
1

History: L. 1951, ch. 33, § 3; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-3; L. 1967, ch. 143, § 1.

1·equired and high school graduates
with
certain
experience
and
graduates
of
schools of public health could qualify.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment changed the educational requirements
for applicants.
Prior
to amendment,
a college degree was not

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@:;:>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-20-4. Illegality of practicing without registering.-It shall be unlawful for any person to engage actively as or to represent hims'e-lf as a
sanitarian without being duly registered with the department of registration.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 33, § 4; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-4; L. 1967, ch. 143, § 1.

sanitarians,
under the supervision
of a
registered sanitarian,
for a period not to
exceed a total employment of two years."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment
deleted a proviso
at the end of this section which read:
"provided, the committee may, at its discretion permit the employment of assistant

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@:;:>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-20-5. Registration fee-Renewal fee.-The applicant applying for a
license to practice as a registered sanitarian shall pay a fee of ten dollars
($10) to the department with an annual rene,wal fee of five dollrars ($5).
History:
L. 1951, ch. 33, § 5; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-5.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment@:;:>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-20-6. Title "registered sanitarian" and abbreviation, prohibitions.Any person who holds a license to practice as a registered sanitarian in this
state shall have the right to use the title "Regist~red Sanitarian" and the
abbreviation "R.S." No other person s'hall ,assume such ·title or us'e such
abbrevirutions or any othe,r words, letters,, signs, or figures to indic'ate tha;t
the person using the same is a regis,tered sanitarian.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 33, § 6; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-15-6.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<§:=31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

CHAPTER 21
VETERINARIANS
(Repealed

58-21-1 to 58-21-6.

by Laws

1961, ch. 141, § 18)

Repealed.

Repeal.
Sections 58-21-1 to 58-21-6 (C. L. 1917,
§§ 6190, 6191, 6194, 6195; L. 1921, ch. 141,
§ l; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-13-1 to 79-13-

6) relating to veterinarians,
were repealed
by Laws 1961, ch. 141, § 18. For present
pTovisions, see 58-28-1 et seq.
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CHAPTER 22
ENGINEERS
Section

AND LAND SURVEYORS

58-22-1.
58-22-2.
58-22-3.

Purpose of act-Unlawful
practices.
Definitions.
Administration
of act-Committee--Members-Appointment-TermOath.
Members of committee--Qualifications.
58-22-4.
Per diem and expenses.
58-22-5.
58-22-6.
Removal of member-Grounds-Vacancies-Method
of filling.
Meetings-Officers-Quorum.
58-22-7.
58-22-8.
Powers.
Director to receive and account for money-Disposition-Expendi•
58-22-9.
tu res-Budget.
of applications
for registration-Biennial
report.
58-2,2-10. Records-Register
58-22-11. Roster of registered professional engineers and registered land sur-

veyors.
58-22-12.
58-22-13.
58-22-14.
58-22-15.
58-22-16.
58-22-17.
58-22-18.
58-22-19.
58-22-20.
58-22-21.
58-22-22.

Applicants-Requirements.
Issuance of certificate to persons currently qualified.
Applications-Fees.
Examinations-Scope.
Certificate of registration-Contents.
Expiration of certificates-Renewal-Fee.
Duties of public bodies engaging in construction of public works.
Revocation of certificates-Grounds-Charges
of fraud, deceit, gross
negligence,
incompetency,
or misconduct-Hearing-ReissuingAppeals.
Offenses-Misdemeanor-Injunctions-Enforcement
of act-Authority to practice under act prerequisite
for bringing or maintaining
action for services.
Exemption.
Existing certificates-Persons
presently practicing engineering.

58-22-1. Purpose of act-Unlawful practices.-In Ol'der to s'afeguard
life, he alth, and property, and to promote the public welfare, any person
in either public or private capacity prac!ticing or offoring to pracitice engineering or land surveying, shall herea:flter be required to submit evidence
that he is qualified so to practice and shall be reigis,tered as hereinafter
provided; and it shall be unlawful for any peTSon to p·:rlactice ·or tJo offer to
practice in this state, engineering or land surveying, as defined in the provisions of this act, or to use in connection with his name or otherwiS'e assume, use or advertise any title or description tending to ·convey the impression that he is a professional engineer 0<r 1'and surveyor, unless such
person has been duly registered under the provisions of this act.
1

History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 1.

Title of Act.
An act to regulate the practices of engineering and land surveying;
providing
for the registration
of qualified persons as
professional engineers and land surveyors,
and providing for the certification
of engineers-in-tr:ctining;
defining
the
terms
"engineer,"
"professional
engineer,"
"engineer-in-training,"
"practice of engineering," "land surveyor,"
and "practice
of
land surveying," "exempting persons, firms,
copartnerships,
corporations and joint stock
associations
under
certain
conditions";

providing for a committee of engineering
examiners for professional
engineers and
land surveyors and the appointment of its
members; fixing the terms of the members
of said committee and defining its powers
and duties; setting forth the mininmm
qualifications
and other requirements
for
registration;
establishing fees with expiration and renewal requirements;
imposing
certain duties upon the state and political
subdivisions
thereof in connection
with
public work and providing for the enforcement of this act and penalties for its violation; and repealing chapter 10, Title 58,
Utah Code Annotated
1953.
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Cross-Reference.
Licensing of stationary
37.

engineers,

17-5-

Construction and application.
The validity and application of sections
of this act are discussed in Skelton v.
Lees, 8 U. (2d) 88, 329 P. 2d 389.
Out-of-state licensee.
Licensed Wyoming engineer
and land
surveyor
may testify
concerning
survey
he conducted in connection with a boundary dispute in Utah though he was not
licensed as a surveyor in Utah. Cornia v.
Putnam, 26 U. (2d) 354, 489 P. 2d 1001.

58-22-2

Collateral References.
Licensese::> 11 ( 1).
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.
Surveyors
and civil engineers,
50 Am.
Jur. 1149, Surveyors and Civil Engineers
§ 1 et seq.
Architect's
or engineer's
compensation
as affected by inability to carry out plan
or specifications at amount satisfactory
to
employer, 127 A. L. R. 410.
Constitutionality
of statute
regulating
land surveyors or civil engineers, 55 A. L.
R. 307.
vVhat amounts to engineering
or architectural
services within license requirements, 82 A. L. R. 2d 1013.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Engineering and architecture,.
tect's license was whether
his services
The professions
of practicing
architecwere necessarily embraced by his engineering license, not whether
such services
ture and professional
engineering
are related in some particulars,
and have at
could be lawfully performed by an archileast some activities
in common and to
tect. Smith v. American Packing & Prothat degree overlap; but this does not revision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
quire one engaged in either to procure a
Question of whether an engineer's activlicense in the other simply because some
ities were far enough away from engineerof the activities in one overlap the other.
ing and close enough to architecture
to
Smith v. American Packing
& Provision
require architect's
license would be deCo., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
cided on case by case basis.
Smith v.
Licensed engineer was not required to
American Packing
& Provision
Co., 102
obtain architect's
license merely because
U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
his professional services happened to overThe assembling of machinery and equiplap with some architectural
functions.
ment, and its proper co-ordination
in the
operation of a packing plant, appeared to
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
be in the field of engineering.
Smith v.
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
American Packing & Provision Co., 102 U.
Field of professional engineering did not
351, 130 P. 2d 951.
embrace entire field of architecture
merely
Rehabilitation
and remodeling of killing
because of some overlapping
of their refloor and meat department
of packing
spective
functions.
Smith v. American
plant was engineering,
not architecture.
Packing & Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
P. 2d 951.
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
Real criterion
for deciding whether
a
licensed engineer had to have an archi-

58-22-2. Definitions.-Certain
words an:d phrases used in this acrt,
unless contrary to or inconsistent with the crn1text, are defined as foHows:
"Director" shall mean the director of registration of the state of Utah.
"Department" shall mean the department of registration of the state of
Utah.
The term "engineer" as used in this act shall mean a "professional
engineer" as hereinafter defined.
The term "responsible charge" of work me ans the conJtrol and direc,tion
by the use of initiative, skill, and independent judgmell!t, of the investigation or design of professional engineering work or the supervis,ion of such
projects.
The term "professional engineer" within the, meaning and intenlt of this
act shall mean a person who, by reason of his special knowledge of the
1
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mathematical and physical science and the principles and methods o,f engineering analysis and design, acquired by professional education and practical experience, is qualified to practice engineering as hereinafter defined,
as attested by his legal registration as a professional engineer.
The term "engineer-in-training"
as used in this act shall mean a
candidate for registration as a profession'al engin:ee,r who is a gradua-'t'e, in
an approved engineering curriculum of four years or more from a school or
college approved by the committee as of satisfact()II"y standing, or who ha·s
had four years or more of experience in engine·ering work of 'a charocter s·atisfacto-ry to the committee; and who, in arldition, has su:cc~sfully
passed the examination in the fundamential engineering subjects prior to
completion of the requisite years of experience in engineering work, as provided in section 58-22-15, and who shall have received from the committee,
as hereinafter defined, a certificate stating that he oos successd'ully passe'<i
this portion -of the professional examin:ations.
The term "practice of engineering," within the meaning and intent od'
this act, shall me an the performance of any professional s,ervice or creative
work requiring engineering education, training and experience, and the
application of spedal knowledge of the mathematic al, physical, land engineering sciences to such professional services or crewtive work 'as cons,ultation, investigation, evaluation, planning, design, and supe,rvisiO!ll of construction for the purpose of assuring compliance with :specifications and
design, in connection with the utilization of the .forces, energies, and ma.terials of nature in the development, production, and functioning of engineering processes, apparatus, machines, equipment, faci!J.ities, buildings,
structures, works, or utilities, or any combirratiorui or aggregations thereiof
employed in or devoted to public or private enterprise or us:es. The, te!r'IIl
"practice of enginee,ring" comprehends the prwctice of those branches of
engineering, the pursuit of any of which affects the safety of life, health
or property, or the public welfare. Said practice includes the doing od' such
architectural work as is incidental to the p:m0tice of engineeiring.
A person shall be construed to practice or offer to practice engineering,
within the meaning and intent of this act, who pra0tice·s 'any branch of the
profession of engineering; or who, by verbal claim, sign, wdvertisemenit,
letterhead, card, or in any other way repTesents himself to be a professional
engineer, or through the use of some other title implies that he is a p,rofessional engineer; or who holds himself out as able to perform, or who
does perform any engineering service or work or any other professional
service designated by the practitioner or re•cognized by educational authorities as engineering.
1

1

1

The practice of engineering shall not include the work ordinarily performed by persons who operate or maintain m'achinery oo- equipment.
The term "land surveyeor" as used in this act shall mean a person who
engages in the practice of land surveying as, hereinafter defined.
The practice of land surveying within the me aning arrd intent of this
act includes surveying of areas for their co•rrect determin1ation and de1
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scription and for conveyancing, or for the establishment orr re-establishment
of land boundaries and the plotting of lands and subdivisions thereof.
The term "committee" as used in this act shall mean the representative
committee of professional engineers and land surveyors provided for by
this act.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 2.

Skelton
389.

Construction and application.
This act broadened the field of control
beyond the three principal
fields of mechanical, civil, and electrical engineering.

DECISIONS

v. Lees, 8 U. (2d) 88, 329 P. 2d

Collateral References.
LicensesPll
(1).
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 1.

UNDER

Architects and engineers.
Former section 58-10-2 did not require
an engineer to qualify under chapter 3 of
this title simply because some of his activ-

FORMER

LAW

ities overlapped
those of an architect.
Smith v. American Packing
& Provision
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.

58-22-3. Administration of act-Committee-Members-AppointmentTerm-Oath.-The
administration of this act is hereby devolved upon the
department of registration. The committee ~hall consis,t of seven professional engineers, one of whom shall be a rand surveyor, who shall be appointed by the director from among the nominees reicommended by the
representative engineering societies in the state and shall have the qualifications required by section 58-22-4. The members of the committee of engineering examiners, as it is constituted at the time of passage of this Mt, are
continued in office until the expiration of their terms, at which time the
director shall make an appointment as hereinbefore provided for a period
of three years. Said membern shall serve from the diate of their appointme:rut
until the expiration of their terms or until their successors a.re duly appointed and qualified. Every member of the committee shall receive a ce:rti:ficate of his appointment from the director and before beginning his term
of office shall file with the secretary of state his written oath or affirmation
for the faithful discharge of his official duty. On the expiration of the term
of any member, the director shall, in the manner hereinbefore provided, appoint for a term of three years a registered profes,s,ional engineeir, having
the qualifications required by section 58-22-4, to tJake the place of the member on said committee whose term is about to expire. Each member shall
hold office until the expiration of the term for which such member is appointed and until a successor shall have been duly appointed and qualified.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 3.

Effect of repeal.
The repeal of former chapter 10 and the
enactment
of this chapter
effected
a
change of the whole administrative
setup
and also the qualifications for registration

of engineers.
Skelton
88, 329 P. 2d 389.

v. Lees,

8 U. (2d)

Collateral References,
LicensesP21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

58-22-4. Members of committee-Qualifi.cations.-Each membe,r of the
committee shall be a citizen of the United States and a resident of t'his
state, and shall have been engaged in the practice of engineering for at lea.sit
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twelve years, and shall have been in responsible charge of important engineering work for at least five years. Resporu;,ible charge of engineering
teaching may be construed as responsible charge of important engine'ering
work.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 4.

Collateral References.
Licenses~21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

58-22-5. Per diem and expenses.-Each member of the committee sihall
receive the sum of fifteen dollars ($15) per diem when actually attending
to the work of the committee or any of its committees and for the time spent
in necessary travel, and, in addition thereto, shall be reimbursed for all
actual travel, incid·ental, and clerical expenses necessarily incurred in carrying out the provisions of this act.
History:
126, § 1.

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 5; 1963, ch.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1963 amendment increased
diem allowance from $10 to $15.

the per

58-22-6. Removal of member-Grounds-Vacancies-Method
of filling.
-The director with the concurrence of a maj'ority of the committee, may
remove any member of the committee for mis,conduct, incompetency, neglect
of duty, or for any other sufficient caus,e. Vacancies in the memberrship
of the committee shall be filled for the unexpired te.rm by app:ointmen,t as
provided in section 58-22-3 and said appointment shall be made within
three months after the vacancies occur.
1

History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 6.

Collateral References.
Licenses~21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses§ 37.

58-22-7. Meetings-Officers-Quorum.-Th:e committee shall hold at
least two regular meetin'gs each year. Special mee,tings shall be, held at such
times as the chairman of the committee shall determine. Notice of all meetings shall be given in such manner as the committee may provide. The committee shall elect annually from its members at least the following officers:
A chairman, a vice-chairman, and a secretary : A quorum of the committee
shall consist of not less than four members.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 7.

Collateral References.
Licenses~21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

58-22-8. Powers.-The committee shall have the power to adopt and
amend all byl'aws and rules of procedure, not inconsistent with the constitution and laws of this state, which may be re~son'ably nec essary for the
proper performance of its duties and the regulations of the proceedings
before it.
The committee may become a member of the National Council of State
Boards of Engineering Examiners, and pay such dues as said council shall
establish, and send a delegate to the annual n'rutional and regional meetings
of s aid council.
1

1
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In carrying into effect the provisions of this act, the director, under the
seal of the department of business regula.tion may subpoenJa witnesses and
compel their attenidance, and also may require. the production of books,
papers, documents, etc., in a case involving the revocation of regis,tra'tion
or practicing or offering to pi-actice without registration. Any member of
the committee may administer oaths or affkmations to witnesses appoo.ring
before the committee, or the director. If any person $hall refuse to obey
any subpoen'a so issued, or shall refuse to testify or produce any books,
papers, or documents, the committee or director rn:ay present its petition to
any district court, s•e,tting forth the facts, and thereupon such authority
shall, in a proper case, issue its subpoena to· such person, requiring his
a,ttendance before such district court and there, to testify or to pr'oduce such books, papers, and documents, as may be de•emed necessary and
pertinent by the committee or director. Any pe<rson flailing or refusing to
obey the subpoena or order of the said district court may be, proiceeded
against in the same manner as for refusal to obey any other subpoena or
orde,r of such district court.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 8,

58-22-9. Director to receive and account for money-Disposition-Expenditures-Budget.-The
director shall receive and account for all moneys
derived under the provisions of this act, and s'hall pay the, same monthly 'to
the state treasurer to be deposited in the stlaite's general fund. The expenses of the committe·e and the expenses incurred in enforcing and administering this act, including the expenses of the c·ommittee's delegates to
annual conveil!tions of, and members' dues to, the National Council of State
Boards of Engineering Examiners, shall be provided for by legis lative
appropriations from the state's geneml fund. The direeitor sh'a:11prepare
and submit to the governor, to be included in his budget to be submittte d to
the legislature, a budget of the requirements for the expenses of the committee and for administration of this act for the fiscal ye:ar next foUowing
the convening of the legislature.
1

1

History:
L. 1955, ch. 118, § 9; 1967, ch.
144, § 1; 1969, ch. 172, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment added "to be deposited in the state's general fund" to the
end of the first sentence; and rewrote the
second and third sentences which read:
"The director may make expenditures
of
such funds, held by the state treasurer,
pursuant to seetion 58-1-22, Utah Code Annotated 1953, for any pmpose which in the
opinion of the committee
is reasonably
necessary for the proper performance
of
its duties under this act, including the expenses of the committee's
delegates
to
annual conventions of, and members' dues
to the National Council of State Boards
Engineer Examiners.
Under no circumstances shall the total amount of warrants
issued by the director in payment of the

ol

expenses provided for in this act exceed
the amount of examination
and registration fees collected as herein provided."
The 1969 amendment substituted
"fiscal
year" for "biennium"
and deleted a proviso limiting expenditures.
Transfer of :Funds.
Laws 1967, ch. 144, § 2 provided: "The
unexpended balance in said engineers' and
land surveyors' fund as of July 1, 1967,
shall be transferred
to the unappropriated
surplus account of the general fund."
Effective Dates.
Section 3 of Laws
vided: "This act shall
1967 ·"
Section 2 of Laws
vided: "This act shall
1, 1969."
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1967, ch, 14~ protake effect July 1,
1969, ch. 172 protake effect on July
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58-22-10. Records-Register of applications for registration-Biennia.l
report.-The committee shall keep a record of its proceedings and the director shall keep a register of all applicwtions for registration, which register shall show ( a) the na,me, age, and residence of each applicant; (b) the
date of the application; ( c) the place of business of such applicant; (d)
his educational and other qualifications; (e) whether or not written exmnination was waived; (f) whether the applicant was rejected; (g) whether a
certificate of registration was granted; (h) the date of the a·cti'orn of the
committee or department; and (i) such other information as may be
deemed necessary by the committee.
The records of the committee shall be prima facie evidence of the proceedings of the committee and department set forth therein, and a transcript thereof, duly certified by the secretary of the committe·e, or the
director, as the case may be, under the seal of the department, shall be
admissible in the evidence with the same force and effect as if the original
were produced.
Biennially, in even-numbered years, as of October 1st, the commibtee
shall submit to the govern·or a report of its trans·action.s of the preceding
fiscal biennium.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 10.

Collateral References.
Licenses<&=>22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 39.

58-22-11. Roster of registered professional engineers and registered
land surveyors.-A roster showing the names and addresses of all registered professional engineers and all registered land surveyo·rs shall be published by the department during the month of April, 1956, and every two
years thereafter. Copies of this roster shall be maiied to each person so
registered, placed on file with the secretary of state, and furnished to the
public up·on request.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 11.

Collateral References.
Licensese=:>·22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 39.

58-22-12. Applicants-Requirements.-The
following shall be considered as minimum evidence satisfacto-ry to the committee that the applicant is qualified for registration as a professional engineer, or larrd surveyor, or for certification as an engineer-in-training,· respectively:
(1) As a professional engineer:
(a) Graduation in an approved engineering curriculum 0£ four yeairs
or more fr'om a s·chool or college approved by the committee, as of satisfactory stan'ding; and ·a specific rec·ord of four years or mo-re of active practi'ce
in engineering work of a charac,ter satisfactory to the committtee anrd indicating that the applicant is competent to be placed in responsible charge of
sruch work; (in counting years of experience, the co-mmittee at its disc,retion
may give credit, not in excess of one year, for satisfactory gmdua,te study
in engineering) ; and successfully passing a written, o,r written and oral,
examination as prescribed by the committee·; or
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(b) A specific re>cord of eight years or more of experience in engineering work of a character satisfactory to the committee and indicating
that the applicant is competent to be placed in responsible charge of such
work; and suc'cessfully passing a written, or written ,and o,ral, examination
as prescribed by the committee; or
(c) Submission of evidence that he is an engineer of established and
recognized standing in the engineering profession and that he has been
engaged in the practice of engineering for twelve or more years, of which at
least five years shall have been in responsibie charge of importiant engine·ering work of a grade and character satisfactory to· the committee and provided applic'ant is not less than thirty-five years of age. A person may be
registered under this subdivision without written eX'amination.
(2) As an engineer-in-training:
(a) Graduation in an approved engineering curriculum of four s,cholastic years nr more from a school or college apprnved by the committee as of
satisfactory standing, and successfully passing a written examination in
the basic engineering subjects as prescribed by the committee; or
(b) A specific record of four years or more of experience in engineering
work of a character satisfactory to the c·ommittee, and successfully passing
a written, o,r written and oral, examination in the basic engineering subjects,
as prescribed by the committee.
(3) As a land surveyor:
(a) Satisfactory completion of an approved curriculum of two years
or more from a school o•r c 0Uege approved by the committee as of satisfactory standing, including the completion of an approved course in land
surveying; an:d an additional two years or more of experience in lan<l surveying work of a character satisfactory to the committee, and successfully
passing a written, or written and oral, examination ·as pres'Cribed by the
committee; or
(b) A specific record of six years or more experience in land surveying
work of a character satisfactory to the committee and in'dicating that the
applicant is competent to practice land surveying; and successfully passing
a written, O•rwritten and o,ral, examination in surveying prescribed by the
committee.
No person shall be eligible for registration as a professioll'al engineer,
or land surveyor, or certification as an engineer-in-training,
who is not
of gooc character and reputation.
·
In considering the qualifications of applicants, engineering teaching at
a rank of not lower than assistant profess'o,r, not to e;x:ceed two years, may
be construed as engineering experience.
The satisfactory completion of each year of an approved curriculum
in engineering in a school or college approved by the committee as of s•atisfactory standing, without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to
a year of experience in section 12(1)b and (2)b. Graduation in a curriculum other than engineering from a college or university of recognized
standing may be considered as equivalent to two years of experience in
1
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section 12 (1) b and (2) b; provided, however, that no applic·ant shall
receive credit for more than four yearn of experience be·c•ause of undergraduate educational qualifications.
The mere execution as a contractor, of work designed by a profession'ail
engineer, or the supervision of the construction of such wo,rk as a foreman
or superintendent shall not be deemed to be the pmctice orf engineering.
Any person having the ne·cess"ary qualific'a'tions prescribed in this act
to entitle him to registration shall be eligible for such registration although
he may not be practicing his profession at the time of making his application.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 12.

Compiler's Notes.
"Section 12" referred
this section.

to in the text

is

Constitutionality.
The requirement
of subd. (1) (c) as to
the determination by the committee of the
qualification of engineers is not unconstitutional
as an unlawful
delegation
of
power to the committee. Skelton v. Lees,
8 U. (2d) 88, 329 P. 2d 389.
Construction and application.
There is nothing in this section which
indicates
that the practical
experience
contemplated
should be in contracting
or
in engaging in the business of a surveyor
as distinguished
from doing survey work
under the direction, and as a part of the
business, of a licensed surveyor. Oakason

v. Lisbon Valley Uranium
Co., 154 F.
Supp. 692.
The announced policy to use subd. (1)
( c) sparingly,
by allowing
registration
without
examination
only of engineers
who have an outstanding
reputation
or
distinction in the field, did not result in
a capricious or arbitrary
decision where
the applicant who was denied registration
had taken
some college night
school
courses, but had not completed
high
school, did not belong to any professional
societies, had not made any creative contribution to any committee or society, and
was not shown to have been in responsible charge of engineering work for a fiveyear period. Skelton v. Lees, 8 U. (2d) 88,
329 P. 2d 389.
Collateral References.
Licensese::,.20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 33.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Architects and engineers.
The complaint by engineer to recover
Former section 58-10-9 did not require
for services rendered should have alleged
an engineer to qualify under chapter 3 of
that services
performed
came entirely
this title simply because some of his activwithin field of engineering and not within
ities overlapped
those of an architect.
field of some other profession,
such as
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
architecture.
Smith v. American Packing
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
& Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.

58-22-13. Issuance of certificate to persons currently qualified.-The
committee may, upon application therefor, and ,the payment of a fee. of $30,
issue a certificate of registration as a professional engineer or land surveyor, to any person who holds a current certificate of qualification or
registration issue•d to him by proper authority of the National OoW1:cilof
Engineering Examiners, or of the National Bureau of Engineering Registration, O'l" of any state or territory or possession of the United St•ates, or
of any country, if the applicant's qualifications meet the requirements of
this act •and the rules established by the department mid if the jurisdiction
issuing such o-riginial license or certificate will grant similar privileges to
persons licensed or registered in this sitate.
History:
173, § I.

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 13; 1969, ch.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment increased the fee
from $10 to $30; inserted "current" before
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"certificate
of qualification";
substituted
"National
Council of Engineering
Examiners"
for "National
Council of State
Boards of Engineering
Examiners";
added
"and if the jurisdiction
* * * or registered

in this state";
in phraseology.

and made a minor change

Collateral References.
Licenses<e::;::>22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 39.

58-22-14. Applications-Fees.-Applications
for registration shall be on
forms prescribed and furnished by the department, shall contain s:batements ma;de under oath showing the •applicant's educ:ation and a detailed
summary of his technical work, and shall contain not less than eight references, of whom three or more shall be registered professional engineers
having personal knowledge of his engineering ex,perience.
The registration fee for professional engineers shall be $30, which shafil
acc'ompany the application. When a ceTtificate of qualification issued by
the National Bureau of Engineering Registration is accepted as evidence
of qualification, the total fee for registration as a professional enginee·r shall
be $30.
A fee of $50 must accompany applications for registration under subsection 58-22-12 (1) (c). If registration for a professional engineer's certificate
is denied under subsection 58-22-12 (1) (c), or the applicant wibhdr'aw's his
application, then $20 of this fee will be forfeited.
The fee for an engineer-in-training
shall be $15, which shail.l accompany
the ·application and shall include the cost of the· firnt examination and the
issuance of the certific'ate. To complete the application for professional engineer registration by an engineer-in-training,
a fee of $15 is required to
be submitted with the application.
The registration fee for a land surveyor shall be $30 whrich shall accompany the application and shall include the cost of the• originaJl e'X'amin'ation for part I an:d part II of the land surveyors examina,tion.
The re-examination fee for an engineer-in-training
is $15; the re-examination fee for a professional engineer is $15; the re-examination fee for
a land surveyo•r part I is $15; and the re-examination fee for a land surveyor part II is $15.
Upon the filing of an application, should it, for cause, be refused, $10
of the filing fee shall be forfeited.
History:
173, § 2.

L. 1955, ch. 118, §.14; 1969, ch.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment increased the references required from five to eight and substituted "registered
professional engineers
having
personal
knowledge"
for "engineers and in personal knowledge" in the
fast paragraph;
increased the registration
fee for professional engineers from $25 to
$30 and deleted "the remaining ten dollars
($10) to be paid upon issuance of certificate" in the first sentence of the second
paragraph;
increased the fee from $10 to
$30 when a certificate is accepted as quali-

fication in the second sentence of the second paragraph;
inserted the third paragraph; increased the fee for an engineerin-training
from $10 to $15 in the fourth
paragraph;
inserted
"the first"
before
"examination"
in the first sentence of the
fourth paragraph and rewrote the second
sentence of the fourth paragraph
which
1·equired that the additional
fee be paid
before issuance of certificate;
increased
the registration
fee for a land surveyor
from $10 to $30 in the fifth paragraph;
substituted
"and shall include the cost of
the original examination
for part I and
part II of the land surveyor examination"
for "and shall include the cost of examina-
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tion and issuance of certificate"
and deleted a second sentence relating to fee for
land surveyor applicant
for professional
engineering
certificate
in the fifth paragraph; inserted the sixth paragraph;
substituted
"$10 of the filing fee shall be
forfeited"
for "the initial fee deposited
shall be returned to the applicant" in the
seventh paragraph;
deleted a final para-

DEPARTMENT

graph relating to retention of the initial
fee on denial of a certificate;
and made
minor changes in punctuation
and phraseology.

Collateral References.
Licenses~22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 39.

58-22-15. Examinations-Scope.-Oral
and written e·xamiTIJations:sh'!lll
be held at such time and place as the director shall ·determine. When examinations are required on fundamental engineering subjects (such as are
ordinarily given in college curricula), the applic·ant shall be peT'Illitted to
take this part of the professional examination prior to his comple,tion of
the requisite years of experience in engineering work, an d satisfactory
passage of this portion of the professional examination by the applicant
shall constitute a credit for a period of ten years. The dire·cto•r shall issue
to each applicant upon successfully passing the examination in fundamental
engineering subjects a certificate stating that he has passed the examination and that his name has been recorded as an engineer-in-training.
1

The scope of the examination and the methods of procedure shall be
prescribed by the committee with speci al reference to the appEcant's
ability to design and supervise engineering works so a:sto ensure the safety
of life, hea1th and property. Examinations shall be given for the purpose of
determining the qualifications of applicants for :registrati'on separately in
engineering and in land surveying. A candidate failing on examination may
apply for re-examination upon payment of a fee of $15.
1

History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 15; 1969, ch.

173, § 3.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment substituted
"upon
payment of a fee of $15" for "at the expiration
of six months and will be reexamined without payment of additional
fee" in the third sentence of the second

paragraph;
and deleted a fourth sentence
which read: "Subsequent examination will
be granted
upon payment
of a fee to
be determined by the committee."

Collateral References.
Licenses~22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 34.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Architects and engineers.
ities overlapped
those of an architect.
Former section 58-10-11 did not require
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
an engineer to qualify under chapter 3 of
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
this title simply because some of his activ-

58-22-16. Certificate of registration-Oontents.-The
dire;ctor s<hallissue
a certificate of registration upon payment of the re,gistratron fee as provided for in this act, to any applicant who, in the opinion od:the committee,
has satisfactorily met all the requirements of this ac.t. In the case of a
registered engineer, the certificate shall authoriz-e the "pra-ctic·e of engineering." In the case of an engineer-in-training,
the, certificate shall state
that the applicant has successfully passed the examination in fundamental
engineering subjects required by the department and has been enrolled as
an "engineer-in-training."
In the case of a registered land surveyor, the ce'l"570
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tificate shall authorize the "practice of land surveying." Certific·ates of
registration and certificates of engineer-in-training shall show the· full name
of the registrant, shall have a serial number, and shall be signed by the
director under seal of the department.
The issuance of a certificate of registration by the director shall entitle
the person named therein to all the rights and privileges of a re,gisitered
professional engineer, or of a registered land surveyor, while 1:Jhesaid ceTtificate remains unrevoked or unexpired.
Each registrant he.reunder shall upon registr ation obtain a seal of
the design authorized by the committee, be,aring the registr~t's
name
and the legend, "re,gistered professional engineer," or "registered land surveyor." Plans,, maps, sketches, surveys, drawings, do-cuments, specifications, plats, and reports prepared by a registrant shall be sitamped with the
said seal when submitted to registrant's client or filed with public authorities, during the life of the registrant's ceritificate, but it Sihall be unlawful
for anyone to stamp or seal any documents with said seal after the certificrute of the registrant named thereon has expired or has been revoked,
unless said certificate shall have been renewed or reissued.
1

History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 16.

Collateral References.
Licenses~23.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 40.

68-22-17. Expiration of certificates - Renewal - .l!'ee.- Certific,a,tes. of
registration shall expire on the last day of the month of December foil.lowing
their issuance or renewal and shall become invalid on that da.te unless re~
newed. It shall be the duty of the directorr to notify every person re•gistered
under this iact, od:the date of the expiration of his certific~te and the· amount
of the fee that shall be required for its renewal for one year; such notice
shall be mailed a:tleast one month in advance of the date of the expiration
of said ceritificate. Renewal may be effected ait any time during the monitili.
of December by payment of a fee, as determined by .the committee, but not
to exceed six dollars ($6). T'he failure on the par:t of any registrant to
renew his certificate annually in the m:onth of December as required above
shall not deprive such person of the right of renewal, bl.lit the fee to be paid
for the renewal of a certificate after the month of December shall be
increased ten per cent for each month or fraction of a month that payment
of renewal is delayed; provided, howev-er, that the maximum fee for
delayed renewal shall not exce•ed three times the normal renewal f.ee.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, §.17,

68-22-18. Duties of public bodies engaging in construction of public
works.-It shwll be unlawful for this s1Jate, o,r for any of its political
subdivisions, such as a. county, city, town, township or s:chool diSltriet to
engage· in the construction of any public work involving the p,ra:citice o:f
engineering, unless the plans and specifi0a:tions and estimates have been pil"epare·d by and the, C'Onstruction executed under the direct sup~rvision of a
registered professional engineer. It shall likewise be unlawful £or any per-
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son registered under this act to have, and fail to discrose, any adverse pecuniary inte,rest. Nothing in this section shall be, held to 'apply to any public
work wheocein the expenditure for the complete proje:ct of which the work is
a part does n•ot exceed two thousand dollars ($2,000).
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 18.

Collateral References.
Licenses~39.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 59.

58-22-19. Revocation of certificates-Grounds-Charges
of fraud, deceit, gross negligence, incompetency, or misconduct.-Hearing-ReissuingAppeals.-The committee shall have the power to revoke the certificate of
registration of any registrant who is found guilty of:
(a) The practice of any fraud or deceit in obtaining a c.erlificate of
registl"ati'on;
(b) Any gross negligence, incompetency, or misconduct in the practice
of engineering or land surveying as a registered professioll'al engineer or
land surveyor.
The c•ommittee or any person may prefor charges of friaud, dece•it, gross
negligence, incompetency, or misconduct against any registrant.
Such
charges shall be in writing, and shall be sworn to by the person making
them and shall be filed with the director.
All charges, unless dismiss·ed by the committee as unfounded or trivml,
shall be heard by the committee within three months after the date on which
they shall have been preferred.
The time and place for said hearing shall be fixed by the director, and
a copy o,f the charges, together with a notice of the time and place of
he•aring, shall be person ally se•rved on or mailed to the last known add1·ess
of such registrant, a;t least thirty days before the date fixed for the hearing.
At any hearing, the accused registrant shall have the right to appear personally and by counsel, to cross-examine witnesses appearing against him,
and to produce evidence and witnesses in his defense. A verbatim rec•o,rd
shall be made of the proceedings.
If, after such hearing, it is determined that the cha.rges are well founded,
the director shall revoke the certificate of registration of such registered
professional engineer or l·and surveyor.
The director, for reason the cornmitte·e may deem sufficient, may re,issue
a certificate of registration to any person whose certificate has been revoked,
providing four or more members of the committee vote in favor of such
reis:suance. A new certificate of registration, to replace any ce·rtificate revoked, lost, destroyed, or mutil·ated, may be issue 1d, subject to the rules of
the c·omrnittee·, and a charge of three dollars ($3) shall be made for such
issuance.
Any person who• shall feel aggrieved by any action of the committee in
denying or revoking his certificate of registration may within thirty days
appea'l therefrom to the district court which court shall affirm or reverse
the action of the committee. Appeal shall be made by serving a notice
thereof upon the director and filing the same with the clerk of the district
1
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court. After receipt of said notice the director shall promptly file with the
district court a copy of the proceedings had before the committee. The
case shall come up for hearing before the district court upon filiug and
service of notice by either party.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 19.

Nature of review on appeal.
In reviewing
an action taken by the
department
of registration,
the district
comt is limited to a review of the reco1·d
and is bound by the established rules applicable to such reviews. Skelton v. Lees,
8 U. (2d) 88, 329 P. 2d 389.

Operation and effect of section.
The effect of this section is to provide
a method for review by the courts of all
matters arising under this chapter and it
is improper to look to 58-1-36 for the
method of review. Skelton v. Lees, 8 U.
(2d) 88, 329 P. 2d 389.

58-22-20. Offenses-Misdemeanor-Injunctions-Enforcement
of act-Authority to practice under act prerequisite for bringing or maintaining aetion for services.-Any person who shall practice, or offer to practice, en-

gineering or land surveying in this st.ate without being registered in accordance with the provisions of this a0t, or any pers·on presenting or
attempting to use as his own the certificate of registration OT the seal of another, or any person who shall give any false or forged e·viden:ce of any kind
to the director or committee or to any member thereof in obtaining a certificate of registr,ation, or any pers·on who shall falsely impea-sonate any
other registmnt of like or different name, or any person who shall attempt
to use an expired or revoked certificate of reigistration, or any pernon who
shall violate any of the provisions of this ·act, shall be guii.ty of a misdemeanor.
Any person who shall practice, or offer to practice engineering or land
surveying in this state without being registered in accoTdance with the
provisions of this ac-t, may be enjoined by the district court from pra0ticing
engineering or land surveying until such person shall have been lawfully
registered under this act.
It shall be the duty of all duly constituted officers of the law of this
state, or any political subdivision thereof, to enforce t,he provisions of this
act and to prosecute and enjoin any persons violating same. The •attorney
general of the state o:r his assistant shall act as legal adviser of the direct,or
and committee and render such legal assistance as may be nec.essary in
carrying out the provisions of this act.
No person shall bring or maintain any action in the courts of this state
for enforcement of any contract or the recovery of any sums due in connection with the practice of engineering or land surveying in this state as
defined herein, without alleging and proving that he was duly authorized
to practice unde,r the provisions of this act, and no firm, copartnership,
corporruti·on or joint stock association shall bring or maintain any a:ction in
the courts of this state for enforcement of any contra.cit o,r the re.covery of
any sums due in connection with the practice o.f engineering or land surveying, in this state as defined herein, without alleging and pro,ving that such
practice was carried on by professional engineers or }and surve(Yors respe0tively -authorized to p;Tactice under the provisions o,£ this act.
History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 20.
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58-22-21. Exemption.-This act shall not be construed to preven;t or
apply to
(a) The practice of any other legally rec"Ognized profession or trade; or
(b) The practice of a person not a resi,dent of and having no established place of business in this state, practicing or offering to practice
herein the profossion of engineering or land surveying, when such practice
does not exceed in the aggregate more than thirty days in any calendar
year; pro·vided such person is legally qualified by registration to practice
the said profession in his own state or country in which the requirellilenlts
and quaiifications for obtaining a certific,ate of registration are not lower
than those specified in this act; or
( c) The pr'actice of a person not a resident of and ha.ving no established
place of business in this sltate, or who has re·cently become a resident thereof,
practicing or offering to practice engineering or land surveying herein
for more than sixty days in any calendar year, if he shall have filed with
the c·ommittee an application for a certificate of registration and shall have
paid the fees required by this act; provided thait such person is legally
qualified by registration to practice engineering or land surveying in his
own state or country in which the requiremenits and qualific~tions for obtaining a cm-tificate of registration are not lower than those specified in this
act. Such p•ractice shall continue only for such time as the ciommittee requires for the· consideration of the applic 1ation for registration;
or
( d) The work of an employee or a subordinate· of a person holding a
certificate of registration under this act, or an employee of ·a person exempted from registration by this section; provided such work does not include responsible charge of design or supervision; or
( e) The practice of officers and employees of the govemment of the
United States while engaged within this state in the practice of engineering
or land surveying, for said government; or
(f) The practice of professional engineering or land surveying in this
state by a firm, coparitnership, corporation Oil.' joint ass,ociation provided
such practice is c-arried on by professional enginee,rs or land surveyors
respectively authorized to practice under the provisions of this act.
1

History:

Right of engineer licensed in one state
to recover for services rendered in another
state where he was not licensed in such
other state, 32 A. L. R. 3d 1151.

L. 1955, ch. 118, § 21.

Collateral References.
Licensese=:>19 (3), 20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses §§ 31, 33.
DECISIONS

UNDER

Action to recover for services performed.
Nonresident
engineer suing to recover
for services performed, under state as opposed to foreign law, did not have to meet
foreign
law requirement
in pleadings.
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
Nonresident
engineer suing to recover
for services performed
within this state
had to allege and prove the facts as to
license and qualifications
for performing

FORMER

LAW

professional
services.
Smith v. American
Packing & Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130
P. 2d 951.
Complaint had to allege that plaintiff
was a licensed engineer in his own state
when services were performed,
and that
requirements and qualifications in his state
were not lower than those in this state.
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
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Architects and engineers.
Former section 58-10-16 did not require
nonresident
engineer
to qualify
under
chapter
3 of this title simply because
some of his activities overlapped those of
an architect.
Smith v. American Packing
& Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
A nonresident engineer who qualified in
another state whose licensing department
was not inferior to our own did not have
to procure a license here, even though he
performed
services in this state which
were customarily performed by engineers.

58-22-22

Smith v. American Packing & Provision
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
Non resident engineer's
performance
of
services falling in the field of architecture, but inseparably
connected with engineering, did not preclude recovery for
such services which he actually performed,
if any, in the field of engineering,
provided those services were severable and
could be separately
identified.
Smith v.
American Packing & Provision Co., 102 U.
351, 130 P. 2d 951.

58-22-22. Existing certificates-Persons presently practicing engineering.-( 1) All certificates of registration heret ofore issued under the provisions of chapter 10, Title 58, Utah Code· Annotated 1953 are hereby validated and hereby declared to be effective for the yea,r 1955, and may be
renewed pursuant to section 58-22-17 hereof without written or oral examin1ation of the registrant.
(2) At any time within one year after this act becomes effective any
person now practicing engineering as defined herein other than those
engageid in the practice of mechanical, elecrtrical, or civil engineering, shall
be issued a certificate of registration without written or oral ex·amination
upon filing the application for registering accompanied by the payment
of a $15 fee and satisfying the committee that he is of good character, has been a resident of the state of Utah and has practiced professional engineering in the field in which he has applied for at least four
years immediately preceding the date of his application, and h·as ha:d responsible charge of work of a character satis.factory to the committee.
1

History:

L. 1955, ch. 118, §.22.

Separability Clause.
Section 23 of Laws 1955, ch. 118 provided: "If any section or sections of this
act shall be declared unconstitutional
or
invalid, this shall not invalidate any other
sections of this act."
Repealing Clause.
Section 24 of Laws 1955, ch. 118 provided: "Chapter 10, Title 58, Utah Code
Annotated 1953, is hereby repealed."
Constitutionality.
This statute is not unconstitutional
as
being discriminatory
because it grants

"grandfather"
rights to all engineers except those in the fields of civil, electrical,
and mechanical
engineering.
Skelton v.
Lees, 8 U. (2d) 88, 329 P. 2d 389.

Construction and application.
A civil engineer, who was exempt from
prior registration,
was not entitled
to
registration
under this section since civil
engineers
are excluded
by its express
terms. Skelton v. Lees, 8 U. (2d) 88, 329
P. 2d 389.
Collateral References.
Licenses©:=>22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 39.

CHAPTER 23
CONTRACTORS
Section

58-23-1.
58-23-2.
58-23-3.

License re(]uired for contracting-Prima
ing.
Exceptions from act.
Definitions.

575

facie evidence

of contract-

